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An error-correcting-error-detecting procedure for
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A decodong procedure for any cyclic Bose-Chaudhuri-Hoquenghem code over
arbitrary field GF (q) with q=pm is described. The method presented requires no
calculations over extension field GF (qM) and utilizes the cyclic property of the code
for a combination error-correction-error-detection procedure. Therefore, this method
is very simple in principle and can be easily implementated.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with decoding arbitrary cyclic BCH codes. The general solutions
of decoding problem of BCH codes, given by Peterson, and subsequently by
Gorenstein and Zierler [9, 4] require many arithmetic operations over the extension
field GF (qM). It is generally understood, that the above algorithms, in spite of
considerable simplifications [1, 2, 6, 11], can not be reasonably implementated.
Therefore, the others interesting methods have been developed [5, 8, 10], and it
seems true, that the key to practically acceptable decoding procedure lies in utilization
of cyclic property of the code.
It is the purpose of this paper to apply the cyclic properties of BCH codes for
a combination error-correction-error-detection scheme. This problem of great
practical importance seems to have been largely neglected, while, in the first place
the problem of use of BCH codes for independent-error-correction only have been
thoroughly and frequently investigated.

2. Notations and preliminaries
The sequence of n elements from GF (q) can be written as n-dimensional vector
(1)
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Which is aSSOCiated With the polynomial of variable

X

of degree n- 1 Or less

n-1

f(x)=}; /;xi.

(2)

i=O

Let f3 be any element of the extension field GF (qM). If the order of f3 is n, the
cyclic BCH code of length n consists of all vectors F, such that
J(pi) =0

(3)

for all i=m 0 , m0 +l, ... , m 0 +d-2, where m 0 and dare arbitrary integers.
The described code is BCH (q, m 0 , d) (n, k) cyclic code and it is generated by
the polynomial
2

g(x)=L.C.M.

C"JJ m; (x)}

(4)

r.=mo

where L.C.M. denotes least common multiplier, m; (x) denotes the mmnnum
function of j3i. If the degree of g (x) is r, then the redundancy of a code is r q-nary
digits and the code word of length n consists of k = n- r information digits. The
minimum Hamming distance of such a code is at least d. If d=2t+l, the code will
be capable of correcting t independent errors in the received vector.
Any decoding procedure resolves itself into examining the received vector and
calculation of error-vector. Let
V=(v 0 , v 1 ,

• •. ,

vn-1)

(5)

denote the received vector, which is the sum of the code vector (I) and error-vector
E=(e 0 , e 1 ,

.•. ,

en-1).

(6)

The syndrome of the received vector will be an r-dimensional vector
S=(s0 ,

St. : .. , Sr-1).

(7)

With the vectors (5), (6) and (7) are associated received, error and syndrome .
polynomials respectively
n-1

v(x)=};

xi,

(8)

e(x)=}; e; x;,

(9)

V;

i=O

n-1

i=O

r-1

s (x)=}; s; xi.

(10)

i=O

The polynomial (10) is the remainder in the division of (8) by (4). Let
R 9 [a(x)]

denote the remainder resulting from dividing a (x) by g (x). Then
s (x) = Rg [v (x)].

(11)
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or less
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It is clear that by virtue of condition (3) the equation (12) is valid

(2)

R 9 [v (x)] =R 9 [f(x)+e(x)] = R 9 [e(x)] .
Therefore

(13)

s(x)=R 9 [e(x)].

(3)

(12)

3. The principle of error-vector calculation and implementation
of decoding procedure

After the introduction of preliminary definitions, now an essential part of
proposed decoding algorithm will be explained. Let us denote
(4)

minimum

v 1 (x)=x 1 v(x)

(14)

s 1 (x) = R 9 [v 1 (x)] = R 9 [e 1 (x)]

(15)

e 1(x)=x 1 e(x).

(16)

Because of cyclic property of the code, which is an ideal in the polynomials'
algebra modulo x"-1, we have
1-1

v 1(x)=

(5)

error-vector

.I;
i =O

1-1

ez(x)=

(6)

n-1

v,_ 1 + 1 x 1+

.I; v 1_ 1xi,
n-1

.I; en-1+i xi+.}; ei-l xi.
i=O

(17)

i =l

(18)

i=l

The polynomials (17) and (18) are associated with vectors respectively
(19)

(7)

(20)

(8)

Vectors (19) and (20) are the original vectors (5) and (6), cyclically shifted I
places to the right.
The method, proposed here, is simply to calculate (15) for 1=0, 1, ... ,m, where

m is the least integer, so that
(9)

(10)

- . Let

(11)

(21)

In the inequality (21) w (S111 ) denotes the Hamming weight of vector S 111 • It is
evident [6, 9, 11], that when inequality (21) is satisfied, t or less errors are scattered
on the first r positions from the left of the vector V111 • Therefore, the syndrome
vector S 111 agrees with the first r positions from the left of error-vector Em and the
remaining components of error-vector are equal to zero. To obtain error-pattern
of original received vector V, one must only cyclically shift the vector Em m positions
to the left or n- m positions to the right
(22)
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The implementation of error-correcting-error-detecting procedure results
immediately from the principle of error-vector calculation. A mechanization of
error-correction depends upon two cases. In the first case, when
n
(23)
r?;:-T
the described method for finding error-vector may be efective for two independent
errors, because every double error-pattern, by means of cyclic shifts, can be reduced
to r or less consecutive positions in the code word. Thus, accepting the symbols
of elements according to Fig. 1 the general error-vector calculating and error-

a)

C)

e)

~

~

~

b)

d)

f)

~

~

X

J

cf

Fig. 1. Symbols of elements used in block-diagrams: (a) single stage of q-nary shift register: after
the next clock-period y =x; (b) GF (q) adder z=x+y (can be more than two inputs); (c) GF (q)
by -1 multiplier y= - x; (d) GF (q) by constant g multiplier y=gx; (e) controlled gate y=cx, c is 0
or l from GF (q); (f) controlled gate y=(l-c) x, c is 0 or 1 from GF (q) Note. x, y, z - elements
from GF (q)

detecting circuit for arbitrary BCH code with r ?;:- n/2 is shown in the block diagram
form in Fig. 2. The circuit consists of well known syndrome calculator, connected

r- stage syndrome calculator

G1

SR
Output of
error- vector

Input of received
vector

Fig. 2. General error-vector-calculating circuit for arbitrary (n, k) cyclic BCH code with (n-k)-;;.(n/2)
CTE- controlled threshold element; Z - output of CTE; c - control signal for CTE; S R k-stage shift register, Gl, G2- gates
Note. Received vector V is introduced to the circuit with v,_rth component first

from the left side with k-stage shift register, of two gates, and of controlled, r-input
threshold element. The inputs of threshold element are connected to the outputs
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of r stages of syndrome-calculating shift register. The output of threshold element
is
(24)
Z=cwi
where
c is 0 or 1 from GF (q),
W·={1
'
0

if

w(SJ:(t.

if

w(Si)>t

The control signal c, during calculating s (x) is equal to zero and it is equal to
one just after it, till error-correction has been completed. Therefore, the circuit
in Fig. 2 acts in two phases during decoding. The first phase remains n clock-periods
and in this time the syndrome s (x) is calculated. Just then c=O.
In the second phase c= 1 and the registers of the circuit are shifted r times with
zero input into the syndrome calculator. During this phase, if the number of errors.
does not exceed t and if the error-pattern is a member of the set of correctable error-·
patterns, for some least number of clock-periods m (0 :( m:( r) , the inequality (21}
will be valid, gate 1 will be open and gate 2 closed, and in the next clock-periods,.
serially connected memory cells act as a usual shift register. This way, after n+r
clock-periods of two phases, in the memory of the circuit the error-vector E is stored.
The component arrangement of error-vector strictly agrees with the contents of
shift registers. Thus, the error-correction procedure is simply to subtract errorvector E from the received vector V, in a paralell or a serial manner.
It should be noted, that if after r clock-periods of the second phase there is no
output of threshold element, equal to one, we say, that either an error-pattern of
weight at least t+ 1 has been detected, but it can not be corrected, or, when t ~ 3,
an error-pattern of weight at least 3 can not be reduced by means of cyclic shifts
to r or less consecutive places.
The second case refers to such BCH codes, for which
(25)
r- stage syndrome calculator

G1

SR 2
--~
Output
of error- vector

Input of received
vector

F ig. 3. General error-vector-calculating circuit for arbitrary (rt, k) cyclic BCH code with (n -k) <
< (n/2)
SRl- (n-k)-stage shift register; SR2- (2k-n)-stage shift register
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r-stage syndrome calculator

G1

Input
Corrected
output

Fig. 4. General decoder circuit for arbitrary cyclic BCH codes with (n-k)

~

(n/2)

~

(n/2), operating

.SR - as in Fig. 2; BSR - n-stage buffer shift register

I;

Gll

lrrt~
Input

SR

r-ITI___
G21

Fig. 5. General decoder circuit for arbitrary cyclic BCH codes with (n-k)
with transmission rate
Note. BSR- 2n-stage buffer
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The proposed decoding procedure leads in this case to a general error-correctionerror-detection circuit, shown in Fig. 3. Some of error-patterns of weight t or less,
distributed in r consecutive positions of a received vector V is now correctable
(because of cyclic property of the code, components V 11 _ 1 and v 0 are considered to
be adjacent). On the other hand, such any error-pattern, which cyclically shifted
n- r places to the right gives for any shift a syndrome of weight at least t + 1 can
be successfully detected.
The decoding procedure for a circuit in Fig. 3 is similar to that in Fig. 2,
except of a number of clock-periods of a second phase, which is here equal to
k=n-r.
It is easy now to apply the above considerations to decoder circuits construction.
The samples of general decoders are given in Figs. 4 and 5. The only two remarks
ought to be made now. First, in the error-vector-calculating and error-detecting
circuits, presented in this paper, both the error-correction in the information and
in the check positions have been taken into account. If there is only a requirement
for error-correction in the information digits, the described circuits could be
simplified by removing shift register stages, which store error-vector components
in check positions, by shortening buffer shift registers, and by withdrawing feedback
loops with suitable gates.
The second remark touchs the circuit in Fig. 5. The two error-vector calculating
circuits work here alternately, i.e. when the upper circuit participates in the errorcorrection procedure, at the same time in the lower circuit the error-pattern of
a next received vector is calculated and vice versa. Such arrangement makes possible
a continuous flow of received vector stream through the decoder with the line
transmission rate and it has self-evident practically usefull advantages . .

4. Practical example

The application of the described general procedure for BCH decoding to the
codes over GF (2), because of its simplicity, is trivial. Therefore, more sophisticated
example of a BCH ·code over GF (4) will be presented.
Let the field GF (4) be a set of elements GF (4)={0, 1, 2, 3} with the operations
of addition and multiplication, defined by means of presented tables:
Addition over GF (4)

+I

0 12
0 0 12
1 0 3
2 2 30
3 32 1

3
3
2
1
0

Multiplication over GF (4)

·I 0 1 2 3
0
1
2
3

0
0
0
0

0
1
2
3

0
2
3
1

0
3
1
2

Let a denote the root of primitive polynomial x 3 +x 2 + x + 2 on which the
Galois field GF (4 3 ) may be base.d. If /3= a\ then the order of f3 is 21 and the cyclic
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BCH (4, 1, 7) code of length 21 will be generated, in accordance with (4), by the
polynomial
g(x)=L.C.M.

td

m;

(x)}.

But
m 1 (x)=m 4 (x)=x 3 +2x 2 +1,

m 2 (x)=x 3 +3x 2 +1,
m 3 (x)=m 6 (x)=x 3 +x+ 1,
m 5 (x)=x 3 +2x+l.
Thus
g(x)=(x 3 +2x 2 +1) (x 3 +3x 2 +1) (x 3 +x+ 1) (x 3 +2x+1)
and finally
g (x) =x 12 +x 11 + 2x 10 + 3x 9 +x 7 + 2x 6 + 2x 5 +3x 3 +3x 2 +3x+ 1.

The redundancy of BCH (4, 1, 7) code will consequently be 12 quaternary digits.
Thus, the BCH (4, 1, 7) code of length 21 is a (21, 9) code. Such a code is a null
space of an ideal, generated by the polynomial
h (x) = (x 21 -1)/g (x)

i.e.

h (x)=x 9 +x 8 +3x 7 + 2x 6 +2x 3 +x 2 +3x+ 1
The polynomial h (x) may be used, as for example in the circuit in Fig. 6, for
an encoder construction. The application of a generator polynomial g (x) to the
circuit in Fig. 4 leads to the decoder circuit as in Fig. 7.
9 information quaternary digits input

Output

Fig. 6. Encoder for BCH (4, 1, 7) (21, 9) cyclic code over GP (4)
Note. After paralell introduction of 9 information digits, circuit is 21 times shifted

The BCH (4, 1, 7) (21, 9) code may be practically employed for error-control
in data transmission systems with four-level (quadrature) modulation. This may
be done by mapping GF (4) onto a column-vector space of four 2-tuples over GF (2).
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Procedura korekcji i detekcji
nych kodow BCH

.

bl~dow dla dowolnych cyklicz-

Przedstawiono procedur~ dekodowania cyklicznych kod6w Bose-Chaudhuri-Hoquenghema
nad dowolnym cialem GP (q) przy q=p'". Opisana metoda nie wymaga obliczeti nad rozszerzeniem
ciala GP (qM) i wykorzystuje cykliczne wlasciwosci kodu dla korekcji i detekcji bl~d6w. Prostota
proponowanego algorytmu dekodowania prowadzi do latwej realizacji ukladowej.

I
I

4

I
4

llpoQe,~~;ypa ucnpaBJICHHH H o6HapyJKemm
npoiBBOJihHhiX ~HKJIII'Iec~>:ux Ko,~~;os El:IX

OUIHOOI>:

,ll;JIH

B crarbe rrpe,n;craBrreHa npo11e,n;ypa ,[(eKo,n;rrpoBaHHH npon3BOJibl1biX liHKrrwrecKHx KOJJ:OB
Eoy3a-qoy,n;xypH-XOKBHHXeMa Ha,n; rrorreM GP (q) rrprr q=p"'. OrrrrcbrBaeMbiH Mero,n; He Tpe6yer
Bbl'!HCJieHHJ:r Ha,[( pacmupeHHeM IIOJIJ:r GP (qM) H HCIIOJib3yeT l\HKJili'IeCKOe CBOMCTBa KO,[(a ,ll;JIJ:r
HCIIpaBJieHHJ:r H 06HapyJKeHHJ:r 0IDH60K. Crre,n;oBaTeJibHO, IIpHHliHIT IIpe,[(JiaraeMoro MeTO;IJ:a npOCT,
a CXeMHaJ:r peaJIH3allllll rrerKO BbiiiOJIHHMa.
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Inf ormation
Inf ormation

Wskaz6wki dla Autor6w

KBX

KO)l;OB

.::r He Tpe6yeT

W wydawnictwie "Control and Cybernetics" drukuje si~ prace oryginalne nie publikowane
w innych czasopismach. Zalecane jest nadsylanie artykul6w w j~zyku angielskim. W przypadku
nadeslania artyku!u w j"zyku polskim, Redakcja maze zalecie przetlumaczenie na j_,zyk angielski.
Obj_,tose artyku!u nie powinna przekraczae 1 arkusza wydawniczego, czyli ok. 20 stronmaszynopisu
formatu A4 z zachowaniem interlinii i marginesu szerokosci 5 cm z lewej strony. Prace nalezy skladae w 2 egzemplarzach. Uklad pracy i forma powinny bye dostosowane do nizej podanych wskaz6wek.
1. W nagl6wku nalezy podae tytul pracy, nast~pnie imi_, (imiona) i nazwisko (nazwiska) autora
(autor6w) oraz w porz<tdku alfabetycznym nazw_, reprezentowanej instytucji i nazw" miasta. Po
tytule nalezy umiescie kr6tkie streszczenie pracy (do 15 wierszy maszynopisu).
2. Material ilustracyjny powinien bye dol<tczony na oddzielnych stronach. Podpisy pod rysunki
nalezy podae oddzielnie.
3. Wzory i symbole powinny bye wpisane na maszynie bardzo starannie.
Szczeg6ln<t uwag" nalezy zwr6cie na wyrazne zr6znicowanie ma!ych i duzych !iter. Litery greckie
powinny bye objasnione na marg inesie. Szczeg6lnie dokladnie powinny bye pisane indeksy (wskazniki) i oznaczenia pot"gowe. Nalezy stosowae nawiasy okr<tgle.
4. Spis literatury powinien bye podany na koncu artyku!u. Numery pozycji Iiteratury w tekscie
zaopatruje si" w nawiasy kwadratowe. Pozycje literatury powinny zawierae nazwisko autora
(autor6w) i pierwsze Iitery imion oraz dokladny tutu! pracy (w j~zyku oryginalu), a ponadto :
a) przy wydawnictwach zwartych (ksi<t:lki) - miejsce i rok wydania oraz wydawc~;
b) przy artyku!ach z czasopism: nazw_, czasopisma, numer to mu, rok wydania i numer bie:l<tCY.
Pozycje literatury radzieckiej nalezy pisae alfabetem oryginalnym, czyli tzw. grazdank<t.
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